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Disclaimer 
Paladin Blockchain Security (“Paladin”) has conducted an independent audit to verify the integrity 
of and highlight any vulnerabilities or errors, intentional or unintentional, that may be present in 
the codes that were provided for the scope of this audit. This audit report does not constitute 
agreement, acceptance or advocation for the Project that was audited, and users relying on this 
audit report should not consider this as having any merit for financial advice in any shape, form or 
nature. The contracts audited do not account for any economic developments that may be pursued 
by the Project in question, and that the veracity of the findings thus presented in this report relate 
solely to the proficiency, competence, aptitude and discretion of our independent auditors, who 
make no guarantees nor assurance that the contracts are completely free of exploits, bugs, 
vulnerabilities or deprecation of technologies. Further, this audit report shall not be disclosed nor 
transmitted to any persons or parties on any objective, goal or justification without due written 
assent, acquiescence or approval by Paladin. 

All information provided in this report does not constitute financial or investment advice, nor 
should it be used to signal that any persons reading this report should invest their funds without 
sufficient individual due diligence regardless of the findings presented in this report. Information is 
provided ‘as is’, and Paladin is under no covenant to the completeness, accuracy or solidity of the 
contracts audited. In no event will Paladin or its partners, employees, agents or parties related to 
the provision of this audit report be liable to any parties for, or lack thereof, decisions and/or 
actions with regards to the information provided in this audit report.  

Cryptocurrencies and any technologies by extension directly or indirectly related to 
cryptocurrencies are highly volatile and speculative by nature. All reasonable due diligence and 
safeguards may yet be insufficient, and users should exercise considerable caution when 
participating in any shape or form in this nascent industry. 

The audit report has made all reasonable attempts to provide clear and articulate 
recommendations to the Project team with respect to the rectification, amendment and/or revision 
of any highlighted issues, vulnerabilities or exploits within the contracts provided. It is the sole 
responsibility of the Project team to sufficiently test and perform checks, ensuring that the 
contracts are functioning as intended, specifically that the functions therein contained within said 
contracts have the desired intended effects, functionalities and outcomes of the Project team. 

Paladin retains full rights over all intellectual property (including expertise and new attack or 
exploit vectors) discovered during the audit process. Paladin is therefore allowed and expected to 
re-use this knowledge in subsequent audits and to inform existing projects that may have similar 
vulnerabilities. Paladin may, at its discretion, claim bug bounties from third-parties while doing so. 
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1  Overview 
This report has been prepared for SpookySwap’s MasterChef V2 contracts on the 
Fantom Opera network. Paladin provides a user-centred examination of the smart 
contracts to look for vulnerabilities, logic errors or other issues from both an 
internal and external perspective. 

1.1  Summary 

1.2  Contracts Assessed 

Project Name SpookySwap

Scope MasterChef V2

URL https://spooky.fi/#/

Network Fantom Opera

Language Solidity

Name Contract
Live Code 
Match

MasterChefV2 0x9C9C920E51778c4ABF727b8Bb223e78132F00aA4

ChildRewarder N/A

ComplexRewarder 0xDdB816c59200aF55b1Ca20735Ef086626a2C6a8D

LiquidityBrewer 0xBD3F7692B0b907735b0feBd9b82d39c3C5Bf2E99

SpookyAuth Dependency of LiquidityBrewer N/A

Multicall Dependency of LiquidityBrewer N/A

SelfPermit Dependency of LiquidityBrewer N/A

FarmController N/A UNDEPLOYED

UNDEPLOYED

PARTIAL

PARTIAL

MATCH
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Notes on deployed contracts 

The deployed contracts of MasterChefV2, LiquidityBrewer and ComplexRewarder 
were compared against the audited codebase. The deployed MasterChefV2 was 
identical to the audited version, however, the deployed LiquidityBrewer and 
ComplexRewarder contracts differed from the audited codebase. The differences 
are summarized below. 

LiquidityBrewer 

The audited codebase allowed for two MasterChefV2 contracts to be used as a 
primary and a fallback. The deployed version removed this functionality, and only 
implements a single MasterChefV2. 

The addLiquidityAndDeposit function previously called the UniswapV2Router02 
public function addLiquidity. The internal workings of addLiquidity were copied 
to addLiquidityAndDeposit as an efficiency optimization. 

The draft-IERC20Permit OpenZeppelin dependency had a minor variation. As 
audited, the dependency had the following function. As deployed, it did not. 

function supportsPermits(address token) external view returns (bytes32 

domainSeparator) { 

    try IERC20Permit(token).DOMAIN_SEPARATOR() returns (bytes32 separator) { 

        return separator; 

    } catch { 

        return bytes32(0); 

    } 

} 

ComplexRewarder 

The audited codebase used a constructor for one-time setup. The deployed 
contract moved from a constructor pattern to an intialization pattern. Some state 
variables which were previously marked immutable are no longer immutable to 
support this change. 
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The MasterChefV2 address was hardcoded into the deployed contract. The 
hardcoded address matches the contract address of the canonical deployed 
MasterChefV2. 
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1.3  Findings Summary 

Classification of Issues 
 

Severity Found Resolved
Partially 
Resolved

Acknowledged 
(no change made)

0 - - -

3 0 - 3

7 2 - 5

29 6 1 22

Total 39 8 1 30

 Low

 Informational

 High

 Medium

Severity Description

Exploits, vulnerabilities or errors that will certainly or probabilistically lead 
towards loss of funds, control, or impairment of the contract and its 
functions. Issues under this classification are recommended to be fixed with 
utmost urgency.

Bugs or issues that may be subject to exploit, though their impact is 
somewhat limited. Issues under this classification are recommended to be 
fixed as soon as possible.

Effects are minimal in isolation and do not pose a significant danger to the 
project or its users. Issues under this classification are recommended to be 
fixed nonetheless. 

Consistency, syntax or style best practices. Generally pose a negligible level 
of risk, if any.

 Medium

 Informational

 Low

 High
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1.3.1 MasterChefV2 

ID Severity Summary Status

01 Governance risks: If the active dual rewarder breaks, users might 
not be able to withdraw or emergencyWithdraw until the 
governance disables it

02 Pool uses the contract balance to figure out the total deposits

03 booPerSecond and therefore deposits and withdrawals revert once 
the allocation points are set to zero on the MasterChef V1

04 Governance Privilege: Governance can circumvent emission rate 
limit through a reentrancy exploit in case the dummy token allows 
for reentrancy

05 Deposits do not support tokens with a fee on transfer

06 booPerSecond might be incorrect for updating the emission rate 
after an emission rate increment occurs on V1

07 Phishing risk: Contract allows users to deposit and withdraw to 
another address

08 Unsafe casting of uint256 to uint128

09 Deposits and withdraws can revert when the hard-cap is almost 
reached

10 Rounding vulnerability to tokens with a very large supply can cause 
large supply tokens to receive zero emissions

11 Typographical errors

12 Lack of validation

13 Gas optimizations

14 Lack of event for setV1HarvestQueryTime

RESOLVED

INFO

INFO

INFO

LOW

INFO

LOW RESOLVED

PARTIAL

RESOLVED

INFO

RESOLVED

INFO

INFO

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFO

RESOLVED

INFO

INFO

RESOLVED

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFO

MEDIUM

ACKNOWLEDGED

RESOLVED

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

RESOLVED
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1.3.2 ChildRewarder 

1.3.3 ComplexRewarder 

All issues within the ChildRewarder equally apply within the ComplexRewarder and 
should be resolved in addition to the issues below. 

ID Severity Summary Status

15 Lack of validation on whether pools have already been updated 
allows for an exploiter to deny service to add for any 

16 Governance risk: Withdrawals and emergency withdrawals start 
failing as soon as the rewarder runs out of reward tokens

17 Adjusting the emission rate will cause the new rate to be used 
retroactively

18 Faulty IERC20 metadata interface allows reentrancy

19 onReward does not adhere to checks-effects-interactions

20 Unused functionality: IRewarderExt struct, LogInit event and 
constructor

21 Unsafe casting of uint256 to uint128

22 Typographical errors ACKNOWLEDGED

MEDIUM

ACKNOWLEDGED
INFO

LOW

INFO

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFO

INFO

ACKNOWLEDGED

MEDIUM

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFO

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

ID Severity Summary Status

23 Configurational risk: Adding a complex rewarder to a pool, removing 
it and then re-adding it is extremely risky

24 Typographical error

25 Pending BOO amount not forwarded to child rewarders

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFO ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFO

INFO
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1.3.4 SpookyAuth 

1.3.5 Multicall 

1.3.6 SelfPermit 

1.3.7 LiquidityBrewer 

ID Severity Summary Status

26 Authorized array does not get adequately updated and might 
eventually contain duplicates

27 Lack of validation

28 setAdmin does not add the admin to the authorized addresses

29 Unused interface: IOwnable

LOW

INFO

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFO

INFO

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

ID Severity Summary Status

30 Multicall does not properly propagate non-Solidity string error 
messages and could potentially break on future abi.decode 
implementations

INFO

ACKNOWLEDGED

ID Severity Summary Status

31 supportsPermits reverts for tokens with a fallback functionINFO ACKNOWLEDGED

ID Severity Summary Status

32 Phishing risk for addLiquidityAndDeposit, deposit and 
addLiquidityEthAndDeposit

33 MCV21 and MCV22 can be made immutable

34 Typographical errors

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFO

INFO

INFO

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED
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1.3.8 FarmController 

ID Severity Summary Status

35 Privilege escalation: execute can be called by any authorized wallet

36 MCV2 does not have a transferOwnership function

37 Governance privilege: Authorized wallets can steal BOO rewards

38 MCV1 and MCV2 can be made immutable

39 Typographical errorsINFO

LOW ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED

LOW

LOW

ACKNOWLEDGEDINFO

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGED
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2  Findings 

2.1 MasterChefV2 

The MasterChefV2 contract is the second iteration of the SpookySwap LP rewards 
contract, the MasterChef. Both versions were inspired by the original MasterChef 
by SushiSwap, which itself was inspired by Synthetix's StakingRewards. 

The contract improves upon the original MasterChef by allowing a secondary 
Rewarder to be configured for any individual pool. This secondary rewarder allows 
for dual rewards to be emitted for those pools. 

Other improvements over the original MasterChef are the addition of harvest 
functions and implementing Multicall, a standard used to allow for users to call 
several functions within a single transaction. Using this standard, users can approve 
their LP, stake it in a pool and harvest all other pools in a single transaction. 

It should be noted that as the original SpookySwap MasterChef holds the exclusive 
minting rights for minting BOO tokens, and this contract in fact stakes a dummy 
token in the original MasterChef. The rewards from the original MasterChef are 
effectively forwarded to the new MasterChef with this innovative method. The client 
should only be mindful during the first few minutes after deployment as there might 
not be enough BOO in the contract at that time. 
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2.1.1 Privileged Functions 
• add 

• set 

• setBatch 

• setBatchSlim 

• setV1HarvestQueryTime 

• setAdmin 

• addAuth 

• revokeAut 
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2.1.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #01 Governance risks: If the active dual rewarder breaks, users might 
not be able to withdraw or emergencyWithdraw until the 
governance disables it

Severity

Description The active rewarder that emits dual rewards is still called during the 
emergencyWithdraw call. Although this is desired to avoid 
exploitation of the dual rewarder, it negates the benefit of the 
emergencyWithdraw function. 

The whole point of the emergencyWithdraw function is for users to 
still be able to retrieve their LPs even if the reward mechanism 
breaks. In this case, if the secondary rewarder reverts, both 
withdraw and emergencyWithdraw will break and stakers will not be 
able to retrieve their LPs until the SpookySwap governance steps in 
and swaps out the rewarder.

Recommendation Consider redesigning the secondary rewarder logic in a way where it 
does not need to be called during emergencyWithdraw. One method 
could be to add explicit oldAmount and oldSupply parameters to 
the onReward function. 

Alternatively, consider acknowledging this issue and being careful 
and diligent to swap out the rewarder as soon as the reward 
functionality breaks.

Resolution

MEDIUM SEVERITY

 
SpookySwap is aware of this limitation and has in fact introduced it 
to resolve a high severity issue that could steal dual-reward tokens. 
The team has communicated that they will be diligent to quickly 
swap out the rewarder if emergencyWithdraw ever starts reverting.

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #02 Pool uses the contract balance to figure out the total deposits

Severity

Description As with pretty much all Masterchefs and staking contracts, the total 
number of tokens in the contract is used to determine the total 
number of deposits. This can cause dilution of rewards when people 
accidentally send tokens to the masterchef and can magnify 
exploits in case any are present.

Recommendation Consider adding an lpSupply variable to the PoolInfo that keeps 
track of the total deposits.  

deposit, withdraw and emergencyWithdraw all need to be updated. 
Test cases should be updated as well to validate that the lpSupply 
is correctly adjusted at any point in time.

Resolution  
The client has moved to a local copy of the lpSupply registered 
within the lpSupplies mapping. This local copy is correctly 
adjusted within deposit, withdraw and emergencyWithdraw.

RESOLVED

LOW SEVERITY
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Issue #03 booPerSecond and therefore deposits and withdrawals revert once 
the allocation points are set to zero on the MasterChef V1

Severity

Description booPerSecond is implemented as follows: 

amount = MASTER_CHEF.booPerSecond() * 

MASTER_CHEF.poolInfo(MASTER_PID).allocPoint / 

MASTER_CHEF.totalAllocPoint();

Once totalAllocPoint is set to zero on the original MasterChef, 
this function reverts by a division-by-zero, causing all functions that 
indirectly rely on booPerSecond, including deposit and withdraw, 
to revert. 

This issue has been marked as only low severity as 
emergencyWithdraw can still be called.

Recommendation Consider handling the case where totalAllocPoint is zero.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

 
Explicit zero logic has been added to booPerSecond.

RESOLVED
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Issue #04 Governance Privilege: Governance can circumvent emission rate 
limit through a reentrancy exploit in case the dummy token allows 
for reentrancy

Severity

Location Line 171 

queryHarvestFromMasterChef();

Description This issue is mostly theoretical as we do not expect it to be possible 
in practice, but as Paladin’s mission includes documenting all forms 
of governance privilege, this potential issue is still documented. 

The Masterchef of SpookySwap denotes a maximum emission rate 
of one BOO per second. It is therefore desired that there is no way 
for the owner to accelerate this emission rate. As already discussed, 
such acceleration is currently possible due to the usage of 
balanceOf for the lpSupply, and governance is able to add a 
malicious token and indirectly drain all BOO in the MasterChefV1 (it 
is therefore important that MasterChefV1 ownership is carefully 
safeguarded!). 
 
However, even if this issue is resolved in MasterChefV2, malicious 
ownership might still be able to drain the BOO within this contract 
through a reentrancy vector in case the dummyToken allows for 
reentrancy. This is possible due to line 171 potentially calling a zero 
amount transfer on the dummy token. This transfer would allow 
whoever can reenter to multiply the emission rate as many times as 
they want and mint excessive rewards. 

This issue is marked as a governance privilege as only a malicious 
governance would realistically make the dummy token reentrant.

Recommendation First of all, consider keeping the dummy token as a simple contract 
without any reentrancy vectors. Second of all, consider re-
organizing _updatePool into checks-effects-interactions, as is best 
practice.

INFORMATIONAL
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Resolution  
The client has indicated that they will use a trivial dummyToken 
implementation. 

Users should still validate this themselves if they want to be careful. 
The governance privilege vulnerabilities within the first MasterChef 
of course remain present so the governance can still drain all BOO 
within whenever they like which should be carefully kept in mind. 

RESOLVED
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Issue #05 Deposits do not support tokens with a fee on transfer

Severity

Description Within the deposit function, there is no logic that supports tokens 
with a fee on transfer. Therefore, during a deposit of such tokens, 
the Masterchef will receive less tokens than the user will get 
credited.  

This leads to an security loophole where a malicious user can drain 
the whole pool, which results in absurd reward minting. This specific 
exploit is possible due to the usage of balanceOf for reward 
handouts. Due to the contract potentially having a balanceOf of an 
infinitesimally small amount while the users still have a large staked 
amount as a result of the fee-on-transfer issue, a reward 
multiplication is possible and an exploiter can receive many 
multiples of their eligible reward. 

Although this issue is usually marked as high severity within Paladin 
audits under these circumstances, it has been marked as 
informational as we do not expect SpookySwap to allow the 
addition of anything other than LP tokens.

Recommendation Consider adding logic for transfer-tax tokens: 

uint256 balanceBefore = 

pool.lpToken.balanceOf(address(this)); 

pool.lpToken.safeTransferFrom(msg.sender, address(this), 

_amount); 

_amount = pool.lpToken.balanceOf(address(this))-

(balanceBefore); 

Note that this pattern should always be accompanied with 
reentrancy guards over all user functions, as it breaks checks-
effects-interactions. 

Alternatively, if SpookySwap will strictly abstain from such tokens, 
the current logic suffices.

Resolution  
The SpookySwap team has confirmed that they will never add such 
tokens. This staking contract is to be exclusively used for LP tokens. 
Therefore no changes need to be made.

RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #06 booPerSecond might be incorrect for updating the emission rate 
after an emission rate increment occurs on V1

Severity

Description If the emission rate is increased on the V1 MasterChef right before a 
harvest occurs from the V1 MasterChef to V2, the V2 MasterChef 
will assume that the new emission rate has been present since the 
previous harvest, allocating a too large emission rate to the v2 
accumulators.

Recommendation Consider that too few rewards might be pulled in after an emission 
rate increment occurs on V1. As the impact is rather low, not 
making code adjustments is acceptable to us. However, if the client 
wishes to implement a solution within the code, this is of course 
welcomed.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #07 Phishing risk: Contract allows users to deposit and withdraw to 
another address

Severity

Description The MasterChefV2 allows for the user to deposit and withdraw to 
other users. If the front-end is ever compromised, the front-end 
hacker might change these to addresses to their own wallet. Even 
more advanced users that check the contract they interact with, 
might not check the address they interact with. 

A second issue with the to parameter is a denial-of-service vector 
for third-party contracts that stake in SpookySwap and expect 
themselves to be the sole harvester. A malicious party might be able 
to DoS such contracts by harvesting for them. Even though the 
harvested BOO will remain in the third-party contract, they might 
not be able to handle this. This issue would in fact be present in 
various vault implementations we have audited.

Recommendation Consider only allowing to to not equal msg.sender in case the 
msg.sender is a contract or is approved. 

Finally, adding an emergencyWithdraw function without to is 
recommended for third-party tools as it is considered a standard 
function to include in interfaces. Tools like https://rugdoc.io/
emergency might only work with the standard interface.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #08 Unsafe casting of uint256 to uint128

Severity

Location Line 172 

pool.accBooPerShare = uint128(pool.accBooPerShare + 

((booReward * ACC_BOO_PRECISION) / lpSupply));

Description At some point, a large uint256 is converted into a smaller storage 
type, uint128. In case this conversion causes an overflow in the 
uint128 type, this overflow would not revert the transaction and 
side-effects will occur.

Recommendation Consider moving back to uint256 or using SafeCast.

Resolution  
OpenZeppelin’s SafeCast is now used for this line of code.

RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #09 Deposits and withdraws can revert when the hard-cap is almost 
reached

Severity

Description Currently, the hard-cap of is enforced within the BOO contract: 

require(totalSupply() + _amount <= _maxTotalSupply, "ERC20: 

minting more then MaxTotalSupply"); 

However, the MasterChef and MasterChefV2 both call the mint 
function blindly, reverting deposits and withdrawals once this limit 
is reached.

Recommendation Due to this logic needing to be handled within the MasterChef, there 
is no easy way to resolve this. We therefore simply recommend 
disabling emissions once the limit is nearly reached. We are of 
course also happy to resolve this issue on alternative resolutions.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

 
The client has indicated that they will diligently disable emissions 
once the max cap is nearly reached. No changes have been made as 
it was not deemed “worth it” to modify the code for this vector.

RESOLVED
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Issue #10 Rounding vulnerability to tokens with a very large supply can cause 
large supply tokens to receive zero emissions

Severity

Description Within all functions that update the pool's accumulated rewards , 
accBooPerShare is based upon the  lpSupply variable. 

pool.accBooPerShare = uint128(pool.accBooPerShare + 

((booReward * ACC_BOO_PRECISION) / lpSupply)) 

However, if this lpSupply becomes a severely large value this will 
cause precision errors due to rounding. This is famously seen when 
pools decide to add meme-tokens which usually have huge supplies 
and no decimals.

Recommendation Consider increasing precision to 1e18 across the entire contract. It 
should be noted that even a precision of 1e18 has been considered 
small when certain more extreme tokens were added to 
Masterchefs of our client. In case the client thinks it is probable that 
such tokens will be added, we recommend testing which precision 
variable is most appropriate to support them without potentially 
reverting due to overflows. 

In any case, when the precision is increased significantly, it becomes 
vital to move accBooPerShare back to a uint256 compared to the 
current uint128 status. Solidity does not cast with safety by 
default, so overflow issues could occur when the accumulation 
calculation is cast down to uint128, especially when the precision is 
increased.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #11 Typographical errors

Severity

Description The contract contains a number of typographical errors which are 
consolidated below in a single issue in an effort to keep the report 
size reasonable. 

Line 22 

/// `rewardDebt` The amount of BOO entitled to the user. 

This is not what rewardDebt represents. 

Line 51 

mapping(address => bool) public isLpToken; 

By having the key of this mapping as an IERC20, there would be no 
need for casting, which improves readability of the codebase. 

Line 88 

/// The allocation point for the pool on MCV1 is the total 

allocation point for all pools that receive double 

incentives. 

This definition is outdated given that many pools within this 
Masterchef do not receive dual rewards. 

Line 100 

function poolLength() public view returns (uint pools) { 

poolLength can be made external. 

Lines 130 and 170 

uint booReward = totalAllocPoint == 0 ? 0 : ((multiplier * 

booPerSecond() * pool.allocPoint) / totalAllocPoint);

The other bracket of the else clause can be removed.

INFORMATIONAL
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Lines 364, 392 and 393 

/// @param _rewarder Addresses of the rewarder delegate(s). 

/// @param _rewarder Addresses of the rewarder delegates. 

/// @param overwrite True if _rewarders should be `set`. 

Otherwise `_rewarders` is ignored. 

These descriptions should be singular; they appear to be outdated. 

Lines 399-400 

/// @param _pid The index of the pool. See `poolInfo`. 

/// @param _allocPoint New AP of the pool. 

These descriptions should be pluralized. This function also does not 
describe the update param, which is forgotten within the other set 
function. 

Line 406 

if(update) 

A minor inconsistency occurs at line 406 as the other if(update) 
statements use brackets {} while this one does not. This is 
absolutely minor but inconsistencies tend to not be appreciated by 
third-party reviewers so it is still raised in line with our ambitions of 
having Paladin audited codebases be as idiomatic as possible.

Recommendation Consider fixing the typographical errors.

Resolution  
Most of the recommendations have been implemented.

PARTIALLY RESOLVED
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Issue #12 Lack of validation

Severity

Location Line 90 

function init(IERC20 dummyToken) external {

Description Presently the fact that init can be called solely once and only by 
governance is implicitly implemented in the dummy token. Consider 
making it explicit by keeping an initialized boolean.

Recommendation Consider validating the function parameters mentioned above.

Resolution  
The client has indicated that the dummy token will serve as the 
authorization for this function. They are comfortable with having it 
as the sole authorization mechanism for the function. 

No changes have been made.

RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #13 Gas optimizations

Severity

Description The contract contains multiple sections of code that could be 
further optimized for gas efficiency. We have consolidated these in a 
single issue in an effort to keep the report brief and readable. 

It should be noted that various other gas optimizations can be made 
— for example, validatePid is often called twice in various 
callpaths. However, as this codebase is supposed to be deployed on 
Fantom, a relatively cheap network with regards to gas costs, we 
understand and encourage not over-optimizing and have only raised 
the most obvious and easily fixable issues. 

Line 298 

function harvestMultiple(uint[] memory pids) external 

pids can be calldata.  

Line 386 

emit LogPoolAddition(poolInfoAmount - 1, allocPoint, 

_lpToken, _rewarder, update); 

poolInfoAmount - 1 can be simplified to pid. 

Line 403 

function setBatch(uint[] memory _pid, uint64[] memory 

_allocPoint, IRewarder[] memory _rewarders, bool[] memory 

overwrite, bool update) external onlyOwner { 

All arguments within the setBatch function can be provided as 
calldata.

Recommendation Consider implementing the gas optimizations mentioned above.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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Issue #14 Lack of event for setV1HarvestQueryTime

Severity

Description Functions that affect the status of sensitive variables should emit 
events as notifications.

Recommendation Add events for the function.

Resolution ACKNOWLEDGED

INFORMATIONAL
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2.2 ChildRewarder 

The ChildRewarder contract is a smart contract used as a rewarder for the 
MasterchefV2 to allow for the masterchef to emit dual rewards on specific pools. It 
needs to be used indirectly via the ComplexRewarder. This means that the rewarder 
configured within the masterchef must actually be a ComplexRewarder while this 
ComplexRewarder can then reference a number of ChildRewarders. This allows for 
the SpookySwap MasterChefV2 to emit any number of rewards. 

The owner of the contract can at any point withdraw all ERC20 reward tokens (and 
any other tokens) from the contract through the recoverTokens function. This is 
rather innocent as there are no user deposits within this contract, but might be 
relevant to the providers of the dual reward tokens. 

2.2.1 Privileged Functions 
• onReward [ complex rewarder ] 

• setRewardPerSecond 

• add 

• set 

• recoverTokens 

• transferOwnership 

• renounceOwnership 
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2.2.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #15 Lack of validation on whether pools have already been updated 
allows for an exploiter to deny service to add for any pool

Severity

Location Line 133 

require(poolInfo[_pid].lastRewardTime == 0, "Pool already 

exists");

Description The add function can only add pools which have not been added 
yet. This means that the lastRewardTime must still be zero. 
However, due to a complete lack of validation within all of the 
functions, no check is made that a pool must already be added for 
updatePool to be called. 

An exploiter can therefore call the public updatePool within the 
ChildRewarder on any pool present in the MasterChefV2. This call 
will then award zero tokens to this pool in the ChildRewarder as the 
allocation points are zero but will set the lastRewardTime. 

pool.lastRewardTime = uint64(block.timestamp) 

As the lastRewardTime is now set, add can never be called and the 
pool can never be properly initialized. As set lacks a proper 
initialization check, this is not as big of a deal, but if the client uses 
some factory contract to manage their pools, this might cause a 
large headache if an exploiter ever discovers this DoS vector.

Recommendation Consider properly safeguarding all functions against initialization 
issues: 
- set must only be callable on initialized pools 

- pendingToken and pendingTokens can remain as-is as its desired 
to return 0 on a non-initialized pool 

- updatePool must only be callable on initialized pools 

- onReward should likely revert if the pool is not initialized: this is 
done with the check within updatePool

Resolution

MEDIUM SEVERITY
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Issue #16 Governance risk: Withdrawals and emergency withdrawals start 
failing as soon as the rewarder runs out of reward tokens

Severity

Description The ChildRewarder always harvests the tokens for the user and 
immediately sends them to the user. If the contract ever runs out of 
tokens, this would prevent users from even just calling 
emergencyWithdraw on the original Masterchef. This means that 
users’ LP tokens would remain stuck until the SpookySwap team 
removes the rewarder or tops up tokens. 

Other ways onReward and therefore emergencyWithdraw could 
malfunction are if the governance sets an extremely large 
rewardPerSecond which would cause an overflow reversion. Usually 
the same goes for an extremely large allocation point but these are 
already limited to 64 bits, so they would not cause issues.

Recommendation Consider either redesigning the rewarder logic so that 
emergencyWithdraw is always allowed, or mitigating these issues by 
adding a reasonable cap to rewardPerSecond and adding logic to 
deal with the rewardToken running out of tokens.  

Alternatively if the risk is acceptable, consider acknowledging the 
issue.

Resolution

MEDIUM SEVERITY
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Issue #17 Adjusting the emission rate will cause the new rate to be used 
retroactively

Severity

Location Lines 117-120 

function setRewardPerSecond(uint _rewardPerSecond) public 

onlyOwner {

    rewardPerSecond = _rewardPerSecond;

    emit LogRewardPerSecond(_rewardPerSecond);

}

Description When the reward rate is adjusted, this will cause the pending 
rewards for users to suddenly change as they will be multiplied by 
the new rate. The new rate is therefore granted retroactively to the 
period before the adjustment, which is of course not desirable.

Recommendation To avoid this adjustment retroactively, the client should consider 
calling massUpdatePools() before the rate is updated. As is 
common practice, this should be done with a _update boolean just 
in case massUpdatePools() ever runs out of gas or becomes 
unavailable.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY
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Issue #18 Faulty IERC20 metadata interface allows reentrancy

Severity

Location Lines 15-17 

interface IERC20Ext is IERC20 {

    function decimals() external returns (uint);

}

Description To initialize the contract, the precision of the rounding logic is based 
upon the decimals of the reward currency. However, the interface 
that is used to fetch those decimals does not match the actual 
decimals interface defined in the ERC-20 standard. 

The most important flaw is the lack of view which causes any call to 
token.decimals() to use the low-level call opcode compared to 
staticcall. This makes any call to decimals() theoretically prone 
to reentrancy risk. 

Additionally, the decimals() function is supposed to return a 
uint8, not a uint256.

Recommendation Consider simply importing the correct interface instead: 

import "@openzeppelin/contracts/token/ERC20/extensions/

IERC20Metadata.sol"; 

This interface both uses the correct return value and marks the 
function as view.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #19 onReward does not adhere to checks-effects-interactions

Severity

Description The rewardDebt and user amount are only updated after the 
rewardToken is transferred out. This is generally considered bad 
practice as if this call were to allow for reentrancy, the latter 
variables would not be updated in the reentrant call, allowing for an 
exploiter to claim rewards twice. 

This issue has been raised informationally as the impact of this issue 
is non-existent. The client correctly protects the function with a 
reentrancy guard which means an exploiter cannot reenter into 
onReward. The only locations an exploiter could reenter into would 
be updatePool and other contracts.  

This issue is purely informationally raised as to educate the 
developer and promote the best practice of always adhering to 
checks-effects-interactions.

Recommendation Consider rewriting onReward to adhere to checks-effects-
interactions.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #20 Unused functionality: IRewarderExt struct, LogInit event and 
constructor

Severity

Description Functionality which is defined in a contract but remains unused 
could confuse third-party auditors. It also increases the contract 
length unnecessarily.

Recommendation Consider explicitly extending IRewarderExt, emitting the LogInit 
event and removing the constructor.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #21 Unsafe casting of uint256 to uint128

Severity

Location Line 197 

pool.accRewardPerShare = pool.accRewardPerShare + 

uint128(reward * ACC_TOKEN_PRECISION / lpSupply);

Description At some point, a large uint256 is converted into a smaller storage 
type, uint128. In case this conversion causes an overflow in the 
uint128 type, this overflow would not revert the transaction and 
side-effects will occur.

Recommendation Consider moving back to uint256 or using SafeCast.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #22 Typographical errors

Severity

Description The contract contains a number of typographical errors which we 
have consolidated below in a single issue in an effort to keep the 
report size reasonable. 

Line 148 

/// @notice Update the given pool's REWARD allocation point 

and `IRewarder` contract. Can only be called by the owner. 

The IRewarder is in fact not updated here. 

Line 194 

if (lpSupply > 0) { 

This check is inconsistent with the != check on line 170. Consider 
being consistent as inconsistencies tend to introduce bugs. 

Line 196 

uint reward = totalAllocPoint == 0 ? 0 : (time * 

rewardPerSecond * pool.allocPoint / totalAllocPoint); 

The second clause has unnecessary brackets. 

Line 205 

function recoverTokens(address _tokenAddress, uint _amt, 

address _adr) external onlyOwner { 

_tokenAddress can be provided as IERC20 to avoid casting (the 
event should be adjusted to IERC20 as well). 

setRewardPerSecond, poolLength, add and set can be made 
external.

Recommendation Consider fixing the typographical errors.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL
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2.3 ComplexRewarder 

The ComplexRewarder is almost identical to the ChildRewarder, with the difference 
being that it allows for the configuration of a set of ChildRewarders that are called 
after the ComplexRewarder reward has been granted. 

All issues within the ChildRewarder equally apply within the ComplexRewarder and 
should be resolved here as well. 

2.3.1 Privileged Functions 
• onReward [ complex rewarder ] 

• setRewardPerSecond 

• add 

• set 

• createChild 

• removeChild 

• recoverTokens 

• transferOwnership 

• renounceOwnership 
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2.2.2 Issues & Recommendations 

All issues within the ChildRewarder equally apply within the ComplexRewarder and 
should be resolved in addition to the issues below. 

Issue #23 Configurational risk: Adding a complex rewarder to a pool, 
removing it and then re-adding it is extremely risky

Severity

Description If the administrator ever decides to remove a complex rewarder 
from a pool and then add it at a later point in this, this would be 
extremely risky. This is because the complex rewarder would not be 
updated with any withdrawals during the period it was inactive. 

Once it’s re-added, any user that withdrew during the inactive 
period can still harvest for a period as long as they would like.

Recommendation Consider never re-using a complex rewarder after it has been 
removed from a pool.

Resolution  
The client has indicated they will be careful to never re-use 
rewarders after removing them from a pool.

RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #24 Typographical error

Severity

Location Line 88 

revert("That is not my child rewarder!");

Description This reversion on line 88 is inconsistent with the other lines of code 
that use a requirement to revert. Consider being consistent and 
sticking to using requirements

Recommendation Consider fixing the typographical error.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #25 Pending BOO amount not forwarded to child rewarders

Severity

Location Line 114 

IRewarder(childrenRewarders.at(i)).onReward(_pid, _user, 

_to, 0, _amt);

Description The BOO amount parameter is not forwarded to the child 
rewarders. This is not a problem within the current implementation 
of the child rewarders as they do not use this parameter but if the 
child rewarders were to be re-coded to use this parameter, it might 
cause issues.

Recommendation Consider whether it might make sense to forward the BOO amount 
so that it is definitely not forgotten if the child rewarders are ever 
adjusted.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL
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2.4 SpookyAuth 

SpookyAuth is an authorization library used by other contracts within the 
SpookySwap protocol including the MasterChefV2. It allows the governance to 
define an admin and a number of authorized addresses. The contracts like the 
MasterChefV2 can then mark privileged functions as only accessible by the admin, 
or accessible by any of the authorized addresses. 

2.4.1 Privileged Functions 
• setAdmin 

• addAuth 

• revokeAuth 
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2.4.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #26 Authorized array does not get adequately updated and might 
eventually contain duplicates

Severity

Description During revokeAuth, the revoked address does not get removed 
from the authorized array. This has no effect since the modifier 
checks for the boolean value, but it can confuse third-parties. 

Additionally, addAuth can be called multiple times for the same 
address causing this address to be added over and over to the 
authorized array.

Recommendation Consider moving to EnumerableSet by OpenZeppelin.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY
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Issue #27 Lack of validation

Severity

Description The contract contains functions with parameters which are not 
properly validated. Having unvalidated parameters could allow the 
governance or users to provide variable values which are 
unexpected and incorrect. This could cause side-effects or worse 
exploits in other parts of the codebase. 

Consider validating the following function parameters: 

Line 46 

function addAuth(address _auth) external onlyAuth { 

Consider validating that the address is presently not authorized. 

Line 52 

function revokeAuth(address _auth) external onlyAuth { 

Consider validating that the address is presently authorized.

Recommendation Consider validating the function parameters mentioned above.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #28 setAdmin does not add the admin to the authorized addresses

Severity

Description Within the setAdmin function, it does not automatically add the 
admin to the authorized addresses. 

This seems to be desired since within revokeAuth, it seems to be 
assumed that the admin is authorized as well.

Recommendation Consider adding the admin automatically to the authorized 
addresses.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #29 Unused interface: IOwnable

Severity

Description Interfaces defined in a contract but not used within said contract 
could confuse third-party auditors. They also increase the contract 
length unnecessarily.

Recommendation Consider removing the interface to keep the contract short and 
simple.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL
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2.5 Multicall 

The Multicall dependency allows users to call multiple functions on a contract at 
once. It is used by various contracts within the SpookySwap codebase and is based 
on the Uniswap V3 MultiCall contract which can be found at https://github.com/
Uniswap/v3-periphery/blob/main/contracts/base/Multicall.sol. 
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2.5.1 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #30 Multicall does not properly propagate non-Solidity string error 
messages and could potentially break on future abi.decode 
implementations

Severity

Description The multicall implementation does a sub-optimal operation to 
bubble the revert message of the underlying call. To do so, it blindly 
shifts the array four bytes forwards. 

result := add(result, 0x04) 

This methodology is used to remove the abi signature that is added 
by Solidity string errors. 

After removing the signature, it decodes the remainder as a string. 

revert(abi.decode(result, (string))); 

There are two issues with this design: 

1. By moving the pointer of the array 4 bytes forward, we are not 
only moving the start of the bytes array but also the start of the 
result.length section. This causes the length to become 
abruptly large as it now points to nonsense data. 

2. By assuming the result is always a Solidity string reversion, we 
cannot propagate other types of Solidity errors like revert 
CustomError() type errors.

Recommendation Consider blindly propagating the error: 

assembly {

    revert(add(32, result), mload(result));

}

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL
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2.6 SelfPermit 

The SelfPermit dependency can be used in combination with the Multicall 
dependency to add a set of permit functions to a contract. These permit functions 
allow for calling permit on tokens to approve them with a user signature. The 
reason for this is because multicall can only execute multiple commands on itself, 
and thus to call another contract within a multicall, this call needs to be added as 
an actual part of the contract. 
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2.6.1 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #31 supportsPermits reverts for tokens with a fallback function

Severity

Location Line 69 

try IERC20Permit(token).DOMAIN_SEPARATOR() returns (bytes32 

separator) {

Description Currently, supportsPermits returns the return value of 
DOMAIN_SEPARATOR(). However, if a token does not have a 
DOMAIN_SEPARATOR() but a fallback function, it will simply return 
bytes(0). In this case, Solidity does not know what to do as it will 
try to decode this response to a bytes32.  

Even though the code is wrapped within try-catch, this is insufficient 
within the current versions of Solidity and the code will panic 
instead of returning the correct bytes32(0).

Recommendation Consider doing a low-level call and checking the length of the return 
data before decoding it to bytes32. If the length does not match 32 
bytes, bytes32(0) should be returned.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL
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2.7 LiquidityBrewer 

LiquidityBrewer is a helper contract for adding liquidity and depositing LP tokens 
into MCV2 within the same function. Users can use this contract to simplify their 
farming experience. 

Additionally, with the implementation of SelfPermit, there is no need for any 
approvals — the user can simply submit one transaction on the frontend which 
approves the user’s tokens to the LiquidityBrewer contract with the desired 
amount. The contract also allows the user to do a simple deposit into MCV2, 
although we do not see any benefits of this function. 

Each function contains a useMCV22 boolean which allows the user to specify one of 
two configured Masterchefs. 
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2.7.1 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #32 Phishing risk for addLiquidityAndDeposit, deposit, and 
addLiquidityEthAndDeposit

Severity

Description The same issue as in the MCV2 also applies here: if the frontend is 
ever compromised, a malicious attacker can change the to 
parameter to his own wallet and steal all deposits. 

This issue is only relevant for if the frontend is ever compromised 
and for users who would not notice the to address being changed in 
the transactions they approve.

Recommendation Consider only allowing to to not equal msg.sender in case the 
msg.sender is a contract or is approved.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #33 MCV21 and MCV22 can be made immutable

Severity

Description Variables that are only set in the constructor but never modified can 
be indicated as such with the immutable keyword. This is 
considered best practice since it makes the code more accessible 
for third-party reviewers and saves gas.

Recommendation Consider making the variables explicitly immutable.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #34 Typographical errors

Severity

Description The contract contains a number of typographical errors which we 
have consolidated below in a single issue in an effort to keep the 
report size reasonable. 

SpookyApprovals::13 

ierc20(_token).approve(_spender, 2**256 - 1); 

 
2**256-1 is a rather implicit number. Consider using 
type(uint256).max to more clearly show that the maximum 
uint256 number is targeted here.  This can also be fixed within the 
UniswapV2Router02 fork. 

Lines 51-58 

(amountToken, amountETH) = _addLiquidity(token, WETH, 

amountTokenDesired, msg.value, amountTokenMin, 

amountETHMin); 

This whole section can be replaced with a call to addLiquidityETH 
which we believe does the same logic once the to parameter is set 
to address(this). This would further shorten the contract.

Recommendation Consider fixing the typographical errors.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL
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2.8 FarmController 

FarmController acts as an administration panel for the MCV1 and MCV2 contracts 
and uses the SpookyAuth contract for access control. There are several callable 
functions which adjust governance settings in both MCs such as setting the 
emissions and adding new pools. 

The most important function is the execute function, which allows the admin to call 
any function in any contract in the context of the FarmController. 

Within this contract there are two governance types:  

- admin 

- authorized addresses which can be added and removed by the admin 

Besides the execute function, the contract has the following functions implemented 
to make it easier to execute function calls. Even though all of these can be done via 
execute, having explicit functions makes it easier for the admin to use them and 
allows certain functions to be callable by authorized wallets instead of just the 
admin. 

- transferOwnership 

- transferMC 

- add 

- set 

- setBatch 

- setV1HarvestQueryTime 

- setBooPerSecondV1 

- adminSetBooPerSecondV2 

- addV1 

- addV2 
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Each implemented function is just a simplification instead of calling execute and is 
not strictly needed. 

2.8.1 Privileged Functions 
• transferOwnership [admin-only] 

• transferMC [admin-only] 

• execute [admin-only]  

• add 

• set 

• setBatch 

• setV1HarvestQueryTime 

• setBooPerSecondV1 (only allows decreasing) 

• adminSetBooPerSecondV2 [admin-only] 

• addV1 

• setV1 
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2.8.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #35 Privilege escalation: execute can be called by any authorized wallet

Severity

Description Currently, the modifier for the execute function is onlyAuth. 
However, the logic of the contract indicates that this is not desired.

Recommendation Consider changing the modifier to onlyAdmin.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

 
The client has moved to onlyAdmin for execute.

RESOLVED

Issue #36 MCV2 does not have a transferOwnership function

Severity

Description FarmController attempts to call transferOwnership on MCV2, 
however, MCV2 no longer implements Ownable. Instead, it 
implements SpookyAuth.

Recommendation Consider removing or adjusting the ownership transfer for MCV2.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY
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Issue #37 Governance privilege: Authorized wallets can steal BOO rewards

Severity

Description Every authorized wallet is allowed to call add and set within MCV1 
(and MCV2). If a malicious actor adds a new dummy token to MCV1 
and turns off all other allocations, they can steal the BOO rewards. 

Even worse, due to the design of MCV1, the add function allows for 
the theft of all BOO within the MCV1 via the addition of a malicious 
token that always returns 1 on the balanceOf function. This is due 
to the original Masterchef still using balanceOf for its reward 
calculation and harvests getting multiplied if the stake is larger than 
the balanceOf the Masterchef. 

At the time of writing, the potential impact of a compromised 
governance authorizer that abuses this vector is $378,357, the 
value of all BOO in the MCV1.

Recommendation Consider either accepting this or changing the modifiers to 
onlyAdmin, which is ideally a multi-signature set up.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

Issue #38 MCV1 and MCV2 can be made immutable

Severity

Description Variables that are only set in the constructor but never modified can 
be indicated as such with the immutable keyword. This is 
considered best practice since it makes the code more accessible 
for third-party reviewers and saves gas.

Recommendation Consider making the variables explicitly immutable.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #39 Typographical errors

Severity

Description The contract contains a number of typographical errors which we 
have consolidated below in a single issue in an effort to keep the 
report size reasonable. 

Line 29 

constructor(address mcv1, address mcv2) { 

Both addresses can be provided respectively as IMCV1 and IMCV2 to 
avoid casting them within the constructor. 

Line 34 

function transferOwnership(address _contract, address 

_newOwner) external onlyAdmin { 

_contract can be provided as IOwnable to avoid casting it later on. 

Line 51 

if(!success) revert(); 

This can be simplified to a requirement. We recommend adding a 
revert message or bubbling the revert reason using an assembly 
revert. 

Lines 61, 70, 94 and 99 

/// @notice Update the given pool's BOO allocation point and 

`IRewarder` contract. Can only be called by the owner. 

/// @notice Batch update the given pool's BOO allocation 

point and `IRewarder` contract. Can only be called by the 

owner. 

// Add a new lp to the pool. Can only be called by the owner. 

// Update the given pool's BOO allocation point. Can only be 

called by the owner. 

All of the related functions can be called by any authorized wallet, 
not just the owner.

INFORMATIONAL
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Lines 64-65 

/// @param _rewarder Addresses of the rewarder delegates. 

/// @param overwrite True if _rewarders should be `set`. 

Otherwise `_rewarders` is ignored. 

Addresses, delegates and rewarders should be singular. 

Line 86 

require(_booPerSecond < MCV1.booPerSecond()); 

It might be valuable to add a revert message to this requirement.

Recommendation Consider fixing the typographical errors.

Resolution
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